Monica Cologna
Manager Strategy
Cumberland Council
PO Box 42
MERRYLANDS NSW 2160
Attn: Glen Weekley

Dear Ms Cologna
Planning Proposal Request for 300 Manchester Road, Auburn
(Lots 11 & 12 DP 1166540) – Amended Proposal
Thank you for your letter dated 28 February 2019 to Sydney Trains and Transport for
NSW (TfNSW) regarding the subject matter. TfNSW appreciates the opportunity of
providing pre-Gateway review on this amended proposal. Consultation has been
undertaken with relevant stakeholders within the Transport Cluster, including Sydney
Trains and Roads and Maritime Services, and a collective response is provided for
consideration.
It is appreciated that changes and improvements are made to the proposal with the
intention of resolving comments raised in the previous consultation. A review of the
amended proposal has been undertaken and it is advised that a number of issues remain
not adequately addressed. In this regard further information is required to fully assess
the implication of these issues. Details of these issues are summarized in Attachment
A.
As a way-forward it is suggested that a meeting be organised by Council involving
Transport Cluster, proponent and Council officers to facilitate discussion with the
proponent in regards to resolving the issues identified.
Thank you again for the opportunity of providing comments on the subject proposal. For
further information or clarification regarding this matter, please contact the undersigned
for discussion.
Yours sincerely

10/4/2019
Mark Ozinga
Principal Manager Land Use Planning and Development
Freight, Strategy and Planning
CD19/01908

Transport for NSW
18 Lee Street, Chippendale NSW 2008 | PO Box K659, Haymarket NSW 1240
T 02 8202 2200 | F 02 8202 2209 | W transport.nsw.gov.au | ABN 18 804 239 602

Attachment A – Detailed comments on amended Planning Proposal Request for 300
Manchester Road, Auburn (LOTS 11 & 12 DP 1166540)
Land Ownership – Sydney Trains (on behalf of RailCorp)
RailCorp is the landowner of the rail corridor and the Clyde Marshalling Yards including
the private access road (Private Road), which is Manchester Road west of its intersection
with Chisholm Road. Whilst RailCorp still exists as the legal land owner of the rail
corridor, its property functions transferred to Sydney Trains from 1 July 2014. The
subject proposal creates an expectation that the RailCorp land forms part the proposal.
Further detail is required as to how and what the impacts it will have on the RailCorp
owned portion of Manchester Road. This issue was raised previously on the original
proposal and no consultation has occurred with Sydney Trains on this matter.
Potential implication to rail operation
Irrespective of the successful implementation of building noise attenuation measures and
compliance with applicable internal noise levels, there is risk that some of the future
potential residents would still consider noise levels (in particular intermittent noise such
as horns or brake pressure releases) to be excessive and intrusive thus leading to
regular complaints being submitted. It should be noted that the nearby and relatively new
maintenance facilities have not been designed to operate adjacent to high density
residential development.
Noise Impact Assessment
The measured and predicted rail noise levels in the Acoustic Logic reports are
considered to underestimate rail noise impacts at the proposed multi-storey apartment
buildings, where upper floors would likely have direct line of sight to the rail yards. The
predicted worst-case rail noise levels in Table 2 of the Acoustic Logic report dated
02/08/2018 (attached) are well below (up to 9dBA) the noise levels measured previously
by Acoustic Logic. It is noted that measured rail noise levels presented in Table 2 of the
Acoustic Logic report dated 28/11/2017 were based on operations more than 4 years
ago. The measured rail noise levels potentially include shielding from the 6 metre high
noise wall which was installed as part of the Auburn Stabling Yard project.
The noise assessment should assess the noise impacts from the Town Horn being
utilized within the Auburn Stabling Yard especially at exposed façade near the boundary
of the proposed development that are not shielded by the existing barrier. In addition, the
procedure requires the departing trains to test the Country Horn on approach to the
Auburn Maintenance Centre level crossing. It is advised that arriving trains into the
stabling yard can sound the Town or Country Horn on approach to the Auburn
Maintenance Centre level crossing. These noise events should be assessed as noise
impacts on the proposed development.
It is requested the acoustic consultant should consult with Sydney Trains and TfNSW to
agree on the study methodology prior to undertaking a revised noise impact assessment.
Amended Masterplan
Whilst there are now fewer buildings closer to the Clyde yard, there is a lack of detail as
to what design influences will be used to counter any rail issues such as noise, view, etc.
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Public Transport
The issue of limited public transport options remains with the amended proposal. The
nearest bus stop is on Cumberland Road which is more than 400m walking distance from
most parts of the site. The amended proposal indicates a pedestrian route connecting
Clyde Station to Manchester Road via a pathway along the northern boundary of The
Hub, but yet the walking distance is well over 1km notwithstanding clarification is required
to whether any right of way applies to this connection.
Discussion should be opened for investigating the opportunity of providing, at a minimum,
an active transport connection over Duck River for future residents to access for bus
services on Clyde Street.
Road Traffic
The traffic assessment indicates that some parts of the existing local road network has
minimal remaining capacity with the modelling indicating that many intersections are
operating with Degree of Saturation close to 0.9. The do nothing/minimum for the
proposal indicates that those intersections on the local network would be heavily
congested with Level of Service F and Degree of Saturation above 1 for a number of
intersections.
Feasibility needs to be confirmed in regards to the proposed mitigation measures, in
particular:
•

Extension of the right turn bay on approach to Rawson Street from South Parade.
It appears to require acquisition of RailCorp land but the report does not state
whether in-principal support has been received from Sydney Trains.

•

Additional right turn bay at Mona Street/Chisholm Road and signalising of Redfern
Street/Clyde Street creates a coordinated staggered T-intersection with Mona
Street. The report states that land acquisition is not required. However, it is
unlikely that the proposed layout can be achieved without road widening.
Restriction to smaller vehicles on the left turn on the dual lane approach in
Redfern Street would be required.

•

It is noted that the proposed upgrading of Mona Street/Chisholm Street appears to
require land acquisition of Council land.

As the amended proposal relies on these proposed network changes to mitigate the
traffic impact, it is requested that the proponent confirm the feasibility as noted above and
should consider alternatives in the event of these changes be not feasible. Without
suitable agreed mitigation measures in place, there would be congestion on the local
road network and associated impacts to bus operation could be envisaged as a result of
the proposed development.
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